Tres Dias Northern New Jersey Sponsor Application
Name of Candidate:
Requested TD Weekend:

In what way do you think that
a Tres Dias Weekend will
help your candidate?
How well do you know your
candidate?

In what ways is your
candidate involved in church
activities?

How would you describe your candidate?

Leader ( )

Follower ( )

Quiet ( )

Outgoing ( )

Does your candidate have
any physical, spiritual or
emotional problems?

Is your candidate able to function in an English speaking environment?

Yes ( )

No ( )

Are you aware of your sponsorship responsibilities as outlined below?

Yes ( )

No ( )

Please review your candidate’s
application.
Is
there
any
additional
information
that
might be helpful for the team to
give better support on the
Weekend?

Financial contribution to cover the candidate’s cost for the weekend is enclosed:

( )

Financial contribution to cover the candidate’s cost be provided at the close of the weekend:

( )

Special arrangements have been made to cover the candidate’s costs for the weekend. Please notify the
Chief Auxiliary prior to the weekend with details:

( )

Please complete the above and submit it with the application and sponsor-ship duty form. Applications can be
mailed to Joe Marcello, 127 Montclair Road North, Barnegat NJ, 08005, or emailed to Joe at hojolly@comcast.net
. You can mail or email up to two weeks prior to the weekend.
All parts of this application must be filled out in full or it will be returned to the sponsor and with limited space it
can put the candidate at risk of not being able to attend. If there are any questions call Joe Marcello at 973-6266669 (cell) or 609-660-0819 (home.)
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Tres Dias Northern New Jersey Sponsor’s Duties
Sponsorship must be viewed as a total commitment, not just a partial act of selection. Sponsorship means to
help someone become more of a leader for Christ through the Tres Dias experience. As a sponsor I will consider
the following:
 Recognition that Tres Dias is not for everyone. Offering Tres Dias to someone comes only after I am willing to
make a significant commitment to that person. If I am not willing to make that commitment, I should not sponsor
 Have I honestly looked at my reasons for sponsoring?
 Do I know that person, or do I just know about that person?
Financial Responsibilities and Scholarship Policies
While it is the intent of the Secretariat of Tres Dias of Northern New Jersey that no candidate or team member be
denied the experience of a Tres Dias weekend, it is our policy that all participants – team members and
candidates alike – contribute, or arrange contribution of an amount equivalent to the cost a weekend – which is
$300. The Scholarship Fund exists to assist those who cannot do so in full, but it is limited.
As a sponsor, you are obliged to advise the potential candidate of the contribution policies and arrange for the
contribution to be submitted with the candidate’s application or as soon thereafter as is practical. It is your
responsibility to assure that the contribution is covered, if not by the candidate, then by other sources such as the
candidate’s church, sponsor’s share group etc. Scholarship funds shall be requested by the sponsor only after all
other viable avenues have been diligently pursued.
Sponsors Responsibilities During and After Weekend
Sponsors should support candidates on the weekend: Providing transportation to and from the Retreat House;
praying for the weekend; providing a general palanca letter to the weekend and a personal palanca letter to the
candidate; attending the Closing and the Mananita. If possible volunteer for kitchen or aux palanca at the Retreat
House. Offer help to the candidate’s family, e.g., providing baby sitters when needed, help pay or share the cost
of the weekend, which now is $300 and should be paid prior to the weekend. In the event of financial hardship,
limited Scholarship funds are available. Requests for Scholarship funds should be directed to the President of
Tres Dias Northern New Jersey, who shall decide upon their use.
After the weekend invite and bring your candidate (new Pescador) to Sequelas. Encourage the new Pescador to
work on a team. Keep in touch with your new Pescador, and invite them to a reunion group or tell them how they
can start their own.
I have read the above and have reviewed my candidate’s application

Signature:
Your Name:
Your Original Weekend #:
Telephone:
Address:
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